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"The Alex Whiting Interview"
How One Free E-mail Produced $100,000
in Consulting Fees With Local Chamber
Chapter.
The advice you are about to hear from Alex Whiting can give you look into the
consulting business through an 8 year veteran. I am excited to introduce to you another
exclusive interview for the HMA consultants with Mr. Alex Whiting. Alex is only 26
years old and runs a half a million dollar consulting practice. Be a "fly on the way" as I
pull out all his consulting secrets in this 60 minute interview. Alex had paid his dues in
the business. When consulting, he's worth about $1000 an hour. But you don't have to
pay that. You'll hear his opinions on what it take to make it in the consulting business, as
well as how he used his marketing skills to walk in cold and close clients with a 95%
success rate. If you follow his advice, you'll also make far less mistakes in your
consulting practice and make a ton more money. Enjoy.

Michael:

And, how much did that email cost you to send out?

Alex:

Nothing.

Michael:

How many dollars in sales did that eventually, that one presentation for
the chamber bring your consulting business?

Alex:

Well over $100,000.

Michael:

A hundred thousand dollars for an email out to about a thousand people to
a chamber of commerce. That’s not a bad return. All my consultants, my
HMA consultants, do you think they could work their local Chambers and
do what you did if they have the tools to put on a PowerPoint?

Alex:

Absolutely. People are always looking for ways to increase their business.

Music
Alex:

Hi Michael, my name is Alex Whiting. I’m a Y2 Marketing consultant.
Actually, oddly enough I’ve ditched just about everything I’ve learned
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from them about two years ago, and actually have become a very
successful marketing consultant, now, but I keep on coming across your
website. I keep on coming across your materials. It seems like you’ve
done some interesting thing, so I think it would be worthwhile to rap with
you a little bit and just kind of understand what you’re up to. Who knows?
It’s always nice I think to talk to somebody who’s in the industry and to
share some ideas and get an idea of what’s going on.
I’m 27 and I’m with Y2 Marketing located in Philadelphia.
Michael:

You’re in Philadelphia, and is this your first experience with consulting?
How would you describe yourself? This is Alex Whiting a marketing
consultant. What do you like to call yourself?

Alex:

A Purveyor of Profit Steroids.

Michael:

A purveyor of profit steroids. Where are you located? Where in
Pennsylvania? Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. So, you’ve been doing
consulting for how many years?

Alex:

Eight years.

Michael:

Eight years, and you started very young with a software consulting
business?

Alex:

Yes.

Michael:

And, then moved and started learning a little bit about marketing and
became interested in marketing. You’re working with chiropractors and
mortgage brokers.

Alex:

And, realtors and there’s actually several other niche industries.

Michael:

How much are you making with your consulting business? Half a million
a year?

Alex:

Yeah, I think it could be a lot more than that this year already. At this
point in my career, I’m making over a thousand dollars an hour for my
time spent on any given deal.

Michael:

Can I ask how many years you’ve been doing at least a half a million?

Alex:

It really started last year when I learned – it was instead of doing business
with anyone that came to me when I started leveraging things that worked.
3
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Michael:

So, how did you get into all this consulting? Where did it all start?

Alex:

When I was about 18, I started consulting. I actually had a business in high
school where I developed software. It turned into a consulting business
when I was about 18. I started a company when I was 19, and I grew that
to a pretty large size.

Michael:

What was your software that you were developing? You were in high
school at 18. Were you a computer nut?

Alex:

No, I was 16 when I started doing software development for businesses.

Michael:

Didn’t you tell me you were writing code when you were four or
something?

Alex:

That’s right. I was writing software when I was four years old. I grew up
with a computer chip in my head.

Michael:

How’s that? Did your parents influence you somehow that way?

Alex:

No, I just hooked to it.

Michael:

So, at four years old you were writing code.

Alex:

When I was about eight, I wrote a game that was published for Atari
called Special Command. I grew up in a pretty normal family. I actually
around eighth grade I stopped going to school much and just showed up
for testing because I was an expert test taker. I pretty much was let go to
do whatever I wanted, and somehow I think it was through my power of
persuasion, I got away with it every time. So, I went to a private school
that was very strict. I did the same thing, and as soon as I got a car. I
bought my own car. I bought a BMW from writing software for people. I
bought my first car when I was 16. It was a brand new BMW, and I just
didn’t go to school except for test days, and I called meetings with all my
teachers and explained to them what I expected of them. It sounds
ridiculous, but I got away with everything I wanted my whole life.

Michael:

Did you ace everything? Straight A’s?

Alex:

Yeah, and I didn’t do well in the homework grades because I never did
homework, but this is a key thing and you’ll find this leads to my success
in everything. I am very good at pattern recognition, and the way I did so
well at the tests, and this is a real critical thing, patterns, and this is a
critical thing because when you’re doing marketing, you have to pick up
on default and speech patterns on the people you’re marketing to.
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So, what I would do is I would show up for the first two days in the class,
and I did the same thing in college, and just get a gist of their patterns, and
then when I went to take the test, I would imagine they were talking to me
and they were telling me the answers.
Michael:

Okay, and so that helped you ace the tests. So, let’s apply that to a
marketing consulting or you getting an account or something related to
marketing consulting where the people can make a connection.

Alex:

It happens all the time. For example, I market to people who buy things
that I’ve never bought before and I have no clue what it’s like to buy what
they buy, but I may have talked to people that would be in that target
market for example, have some conversations with them. And, just from
little conversations, I can get a feel for the way they think, and kind of get
a feel for their thought patterns how they would react to certain things,
what sequence of messages they need to hear in order to buy.

Michael:

Let’s continue and talk about the software you developed in high school.

Alex:

I mostly developed chess playing software, and also I developed some
network software that I sold under a private agreement to a small business.

Michael:

As you got older, where you’re gaining knowledge in structuring deals
where there was money in it for you?

Alex:

Yes, I never had considered myself a salesman, and generally when
someone asked me about some sort of problem or if I solved problems,
just by my nature, I like to help people. That I think is a critical aspect of
being a good consultant. I love to help people. So, what I would do is just
starting talking to them about, “Hey, have you tried this? Have you
considered this?” And, automatically because I’m talking about them, I
established myself as an expert and I win their trust. That’s how I’ve sold
everything, and that’s still how I sell things. You’ve got to have that
strategy. Jay Abraham calls it the strategy of preeminence, but you really
need to think about who you’re dealing with first and you need to really
focus on giving instead of getting.
My first company, I hired a guy who was a marketing director over at a
similar company that wasn’t a competitor, and I just always loved the
human mind. Ever since I can remember, I was in love with the human
mind and the way humans think. So, I’ve been very interested in
psychology.
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Anyway, I hired this guy. He taught me a lot of different things and this at
least got me started on that path.
Michael:

You hired him to do consulting with you?

Alex:

I basically I had a software company that was the one I started when I was
19. We developed enterprise software, and what I did was hire him to
market my product.

Michael:

Okay, did he do a good job at it?

Alex:

No, he didn’t. He failed miserably, and I think his mistake was the mistake
that most marketers have when they go to one particular niche to another
is they forget to continue learning. They assume that everything’s the
same under every buying situation.
Instead of actually trying to take what he used in the past that was
successful and improving on it, he just tried to display over like a
template, and that doesn’t work. However, it really gave me an education
on what not to do, and so here I was with a software company trying to
sell products. Eventually, I was the one who sold everything.
So, a lot of it was through trial and error. I love the human mind, and I
went through actually several. I hired some VPs of Marketing. I went
through three of them actually. So, that’s eventually I took it over myself.
It got frustrating. This was about, actually my company is about three
years old. I’m 22.
So we started branching out to IT consulting, and I started understanding
what the end product of mine is not so that they can have a cool piece of
software or cool computer system or a network. It’s so they can make
money. So, they can be efficient and effective and they can be innovative
with their products and the way they serve people.
So, really I just don’t like segmenting myself and I didn’t want to segment
my company either. So, I ended up doing a lot of business consulting
along with IT consulting. I often had a relationship that was really an
executive level with the employees of the company. So, I would actually
regularly meet with the owners of these businesses and they pretty much
asked me about everything when it came to the business, not just the IT
stuff.
About 2002, I found Y2 Marketing. I knew I really wanted to take the
business consultant to a step further and really work with businesses
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creating more value and more highly impactable ways than just
developing software and computer systems.
Michael:

So, were you actively looking or how did you find Y2 Marketing? How
did that happen?

Alex:

Well, actually at the time, I was setting up a SEO business, search engine
optimization business, but I knew if I really wanted to focus on value, I
wanted to do what lawyers do during sentencing. Think about anyone who
makes a lot of money because they provide a huge amount of value in
return and then make other people a lot more money.
For example, Tom Cruise gets paid $20 million a picture. Do you know
the built-in audience is probably $100 million? He’s worth $20 million.
Any athlete, if you look at it, I mean they get a fee if they endorse a
product, the fact is people who make a lot of money whether it be real
estate agents or a lawyer, people are actually provide value in great excess
of what they provide. They’re very aware of it, and usually they’re doing
it on a performance basis.
The fact is actors are in a sense, doing things on a performance basis. So,
are athletes, so are lawyers, any kind of people who really make a lot of
money. They’re all working from their own, and they’re pretty much
taking a lot of risks that most people aren’t willing to take.

Michael:

And, how did you come across Y2?

Alex:

I saw their fax several times.

Michael:

What did it say?

Alex:

It said, “Make the jump to $350,000 per year to $750,000 within the next
18 months.” Then, they explain – it was a very well-written fax. It
qualifies itself as a legitimate business opportunity by saying, “We’re not
going to mislead you. It’s hard, and not everyone can do this. We’re only
looking for certain kind of people. We’re looking for people who have at
least three years of sales training, at least three years of business training
preferable entrepreneurs. People who have been making over $120,000 a
year for the last three years.” And, they qualified, they gave you a sense,
anyway that they’re qualifying people, and that way it kind of creates the
aura of scarcity, something that people want to get into.
It was a very well-written ad. I’m actually thinking about using it as a
template for some of the things I’m doing with some clients. They’ve
7
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effectively sold over 1,500 consultants using that fax blast and at $35,000
a piece.
Michael:

It was $35,000?

Alex:

That’s correct.

Michael:

So, you go this fax, and what were you directed to do? How many times
did you get it before you called?

Alex:

Three times.

Michael:

And, then you called a phone number.

Alex:

I called a phone number and they sent a CD, a preview CD, a two-CD set I
believe, and it was very well packaged CD. It had all this great copy on it,
and then it directed to you to a seminar, and I went to the seminar.

Michael:

Did you pay for the CD?

Alex:

No, it was free.

Michael:

When you called was it just a voice mail, or did you talk to someone?

Alex:

Actually, I talked to someone.

Michael:

So, did they qualify you further?

Alex:

First of all, the need information where to send the CD, and second, to
book you into the seminar.

Michael:

Did you know you were going to be booked into a seminar? Or where you
just calling to get a CD?

Alex:

Actually, I think so and also they give you a password to a website
detailing the opportunity, explaining the system.

Michael:

Okay, so you got three things. They took your address. They sent you a
CD. They gave you a password and a URL to be directed towards more
information, and then they booked you into a seminar that was going to be
in a local area.

Alex:

That’s right.

Michael:

So, the CD was on the way. Did you immediately go online to the site?
8
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Alex:

Yes.

Michael:

And, then how far away was the seminar from the time you talked to
them?

Alex:

I think it might have been a week out, a week and a half.

Michael:

So, you read through the website and you went to the seminar?

Alex:

That’s correct.

Michael:

Were there a lot of people there?

Alex:

Yeah, actually there really wasn’t. There was seven people, and it was a
smaller room. It was done in the evening. I believe it was a Thursday
evening, and it was done I believe after – I think it was like at seven
o’clock. It was like from seven to ten, and then after the initial seminar,
you booked an appointment with a recruiting agent for the following
morning and then pretty much they tried to sell you right then and there.

Michael:

So, what was the seminar? Was it someone up there talking, going
through?

Alex:

Yes, it was PowerPoint slides, and they pretty much did a funneling down
approach where they explained all the problems with the typical job
nowadays, and how difficult it is to really make a lot of money. You could
be in the top one percent and still be broke. You could make $350,000 a
year and still be broke, but what kind of opportunities are most lucrative,
what kind of avenues do you have available to you. Eventually, everything
is funneled down to mesh with their opportunity.

Michael:

So, it’s pretty compelling presentation?

Alex:

Yes.

Michael:

All through the PowerPoint, all structured, scripted and organized.

Alex:

That’s correct.

Michael:

And, were you at tables or chairs?

Alex:

We were at tables.

Michael:

Okay, was Curtis the guy doing it?
9
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Alex:

I believe it was Curtis.

Michael:

Okay, so he was taking you through the PowerPoint. So, at the end of that,
if you choose to, you could book an appointment with the recruiting agent,
or if you weren’t interested, you just walked away or what?

Alex:

That’s right.

Michael:

And, so you choose to book something.

Alex:

Right, and then, in return you get a second password for the website where
you get even more information. I think they might have even given you
more bonuses as well, some sort of packet, an information packet that had
an air of exclusivity to it.

Michael:

And, that was for if you recruited for an appointment for the next morning.

Alex:

That’s right.

Michael:

Okay, so you did that. You probably went online, checked it out, then you
came back for your appointment. Then, it was pretty much they were
trying to sell you actually.

Alex:

It was a hard sell. It was takeaway kind of sell, and Curtis would say
things like, “You know what you really should be asking me is what you
can do to make sure you’re successful in this business.” So, he kept on
trying to qualify me instead of me qualifying him. I saw through it, and I
just leveled with him, but he was pretty persistent. He’s a good salesman.

Michael:

So, you wanted to do it, and you did it.

Alex:

Yes, that’s correct.

Michael:

Did you do it right there?

Alex:

I pretty much told him that I would take these documents home. I would
get back to him the following day. They were trying to get me to sign right
then and there, and I just have a personal policy to never do that. I know
how good salesmen can be, and it’s really easy to get sold something that
you really don’t need or don’t want. So, I always sleep on it at least on
day.
He said he made a special exception. He gave me his cell phone number
for that, but I’m sure he was happy with his commission.
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Michael:

Did you pay it all at once $35,000?

Alex:

It was $3,500 down, and then before you could actually come to the
seminar you had to pay the balance, and you had up until like noon on the
second day to back out.

Michael:

Okay. The actual seminar – how far off was that scheduled?

Alex:

It was about a month and a half. They had them going like a few months,
but I had to find something that would work with my schedule.

Michael:

So, from the time you put your $3,500 down, what were you doing? What
did they instruct you to do?

Alex:

They sent a whole box filled with classic marketing and advertising books
about persuasion and influence, and pretty much a list of things to do to
prepare to set up your office with a bunch of instructions and guides on
how to get you pre-started in your business.
They gave you something called the Agent Resource Text that pretty
much had all their systems in Word and PowerPoint and Excel and PDF
documents so you could start looking at that. So, you were supposed to
familiarize yourself with all these materials before you went to training.

Michael:

And, did you do that?

Alex:

Yes.

Michael:

Was it some pretty helpful stuff?

Alex:

It was, and I had a hard time seeing where they really made that jump
from the materials that gave you which they claimed was their background
materials, that was their grounding materials.

Michael:

They claim that that first box was their grounding material?

Alex:

That’s right.

Michael:

But, it was just books that you could get at Amazon or the book store,
some of them.

Alex:

That’s correct. What was really powerful was the other system. They have
this thing called the ASA packet which pretty much is a system to walk
them through creating great marketing.
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Michael:

Creating great marketing?

Alex:

That’s correct.

Michael:

What’s ASA stand for?

Alex:

Articulated Sales Argument.

Michael:

So, it’s a system for creating great marketing for a client.

Alex:

That’s right. Actually, any kind of written or spoken communication with
a prospect or customer.

Michael:

Okay, so, you went through the books. You were grounded and you got
familiar. You went to the seminar. Was the seminar local where you were?

Alex:

The actual training seminar was a five day seminar down in Dallas, Texas.

Michael:

All right, so that was down in Dallas. So, you flew out there, and you went
through the seminar and training. Were you impressed?

Alex:

Well, the first day I was. There’s a guy by the name of Ed Earl who is the
co-founder of it. He was a pretty charismatic. He obviously had a very big
ego, but it was kind of endearing. It was funny. The first day everyone’s
all dressed up. The room was packed. They would pack these things with a
hundred people. It was unbelievable. He walked in with a track suit. It was
track suit pants and like a golf shirt tucked into his track suit pants with a
big honking Rolex on. So, before you came there’s another part I left out,
you were supposed to listen to this conference call. So, there was this big
aura that had gone up around Ed Earl. So, everyone was kind of like,
“Whoa.”
The first thing he says is something like, “I see you guys are all dressed
up, but we don’t really care about that, and we like the fact that you guys
are all dressed up, and we can wear whatever we want.” So, that’s pretty
much how he broke the ice.

Michael:

Was that disappointing?

Alex:

No, I think it just showed how brash he was and maybe like, “I’m above
all that.” It created an aura of that.

Michael:

What was the first day basically? What did you learn there?
12
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Alex:

The first day was learning about the problems with traditional marketing
and advertising and going indepth about writing headlines and also
developing and understanding your target market’s emotional hot buttons,
their values. But, the first day was more of an overview of everything else
we were going to cover more indepth.

Michael:

Did he talk about his experience where he learned a lot of his stuff from?

Alex:

No.

Michael:

He didn’t mention he was a Jay Abraham protégé?

Alex:

No, he didn’t. In fact, he bashed Jay Abraham.

Michael:

He did?

Alex:

Yes.

Michael:

Why? What did he say?

Alex:

I don’t really quite remember, but I think he was just saying he just was a
lot of talk and he really couldn’t deliver when it came down to it. It was
kind of ridiculous. He pretty much referenced all these classic marketing
and advertising folks. He didn’t give credit to anyone except for people
that were dead.

Michael:

Okay. You were going over fundamental stuff, probably a lot of the stuff
in the books – headlines, the problems with the advertising, and the second
day you had until twelve o’clock to get your money back, but everyone
there were pretty confident they were going to stay the five days?

Alex:

Yes, he kept on building a case. In the first day, he built quite a strong
case about how much money you can make, and probably after noon, after
the cut off date then they switched over to a different presenter.
Apparently, Ed Earl is too busy to running a seminar that he’s going to be
making a million dollars from. And, they put Ed Earl’s best friend from
like high school, who supposedly had a marketing company that he sold.
This guy was an idiot.

Michael:

Do you know his name?

Alex:

Don something.

Michael:

Okay.
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Alex:

But, he was an idiot. He pretty much just read the slides verbatim, and
during the break when I asked him a question, he just didn’t seem to
understand basic questions and he really didn’t have an answer.

Michael:

So, by the end of the second day, it was too late for anyone to get their
money back, and then they brought on another presenter and he wasn’t too
swift in your opinion.

Alex:

That’s right, and on Wednesday, he showed up 45 minutes late, and
everyone was pretty much waiting for this guy. And, he was tired. He said
he only got like a two hours of sleep the previous night, he had like an
hour and a half or something, and he was just out of it all day, and he was
the only one that presented. I think Ed Earl showed up for all of an hour,
45 minutes during that day.

Michael:

Were people getting pissed?

Alex:

I think so, yes. It was pretty ridiculous.

Michael:

Then the next day? Same guy presenting?

Alex:

No, the fourth day, Ed Earl took over about halfway through, and then the
fifth day the CEO of Y2 Marketing, the other co-founder. Ed Earl was the
president. Rich Harshall, he started talking about pretty much
characteristics of a successful person, having a successful mindset, and all
things discipline in your practice. He showed up with a black eye. He’s
actually a pretty good guy. He showed up with a black eye because he was
playing basketball the previous day.

Michael:

So, he had a black eye, and he’s going over core material. All right, so you
left the thing, you’ve got to pay a certain percentage of your sales to them,
right, in the agreement?

Alex:

Yes, ten percent.

Michael:

So, ten percent of your gross of whatever you sell, they get, right?

Alex:

That’s correct.

Michael:

How are you with that? How are most people with that arrangement?

Alex:

I think people don’t really think much of it.

Michael:

Okay, no big deal.
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Alex:

In return, they offer support.

Michael:

Was the support good? Was it what they said?

Alex:

In my experience, it was pretty decent, however, I found that the support
people kind of had a one-track mind. The Monopolize Your Marketplace
System, which is the whole system that this whole big program is based
on, that’s all they could think of, Monopolize Your Marketplace. And,
they believe it’s the end all be all. There’s a pervasive attitude that they
found the secret to all marketing problems in that this system is pretty
much a gift. They’re all, frankly they’re all Mormons, and they believe
that this system was given to them as a gift from God. And, their
responsibility is to see that it is spread throughout the world. I’m not
kidding, that’s really what they think.

Michael:

Wow, all the people working for the company?

Alex:

Yes, and actually the CEO, Rich Harshall, he’s a great guy, and I think
he’s a very smart guy, and I think there’s a lot of merit to the MYM
system. However, I think he has kind of tunnel vision. I think he’s a little
diluted.

Michael:

So, you get home. You’ve gone through the training. You’ve already got
the consulting experience. How did you use what you learned? Were you
able to use it effectively? What’s the first thing you did when you got
home?

Alex:

The first thing I did was set up a seminar. We were members of the
Chamber, and I joined under Y2 Marketing as well as a second
membership. Coincidentally, my other company which was IT developing
company already had a seminar. But, at the Y2 Marketing seminar, I had
about 75 people show up.

Michael:

How did you promote that?

Alex:

I just used the lead generator that they use for fax blasting and driving
people to seminars, and I just had the Chamber email that out to.

Michael:

So, they sent an email out to the members. How many members in the
Chamber were there?

Alex:

A thousand.
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Michael:

Okay, so you got a thousand members, and you had 75. You used the
standard fax document to get people to the seminar, and then you got 75
people show up. What day was it on?

Alex:

I think it was a Thursday morning.

Michael:

Okay, what kind of seminar were you going to do? Was it PowerPoint? It
was already structured for you, right?

Alex:

Power.

Michael:

Right, PowerPoint.

Alex:

It was structured. It was right out of the box. It was something they gave
us in training.

Michael:

Did you have to bring a projector?

Alex:

They had a projector at the Chamber.

Michael:

Had you practiced it before you did it?

Alex:

Yes.

Michael:

So, you felt comfortable. Now, before you go on, what’s the ultimate
goal? Do the PowerPoint and what?

Alex:

The ultimate goal is trying to get them in some sort of service that we
offer, and the offerings at the time were consulting – which is one-on-one
private consulting, group training – which was called the mastermind
system, or fulfillment. Now, I never really wanted to sell people
fulfillment services.

Michael:

Describe that, what is fulfillment services?

Alex:

You have an ad to place. Well, we can help you with that.

Michael:

Okay, design and develop it.

Alex:

Right.

Michael:

What else? What other fulfillment services?

Alex:

Radio ads, selling radio ads, graphic design, printing – anything that has to
do with marketing.
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Michael:

Y2 was set up to do all that.

Alex:

That’s right. We were getting interest, but I was never, ever interested in
selling that stuff. We hadn’t sold anything like that to date.

Michael:

Okay, so you’re left with two options for this group – group training or the
mastermind thing, or individual one-on-one consulting.

Alex:

That’s correct.

Michael:

Okay, so how long is the PowerPoint presentation?

Alex:

The PowerPoint presentation is structured like this – the first thing we do
is talk about what the MYM System is and what it does, about how it will
increase your business two, three, four times without them spending more
money than they already are. Then it goes into the old days of selling how
you could easily get appointments, and now you can’t. The bridge is good
marketing.
Then, we described why current marketing and advertising is done in the
way that it’s done and why does it work for a typical small to mid-size
business.
Then, we reveal something called the Marketing Equation, which is kind
of a slight altercation of the AIDA formula. We show them some
examples of that. We show some success stories of Y2 Marketing has.
At the end, we said, “Do you want to monopolize your marketplace? Well,
here’s two paths to monopolization.” And, from that seminar, we got five
people to sign up for the mastermind group which was $3,500 a piece.

Michael:

Did they pay right then or just eventually?

Alex:

Within a week.

Michael:

Okay, $3,500 a piece. What did they get with that mastermind group?

Alex:

Mastermind group was basically a twice a month course that lasted two
hours every class for six months whereby we would actually lead them
through the whole monopolize your marketplace system.
We eventually booked twelve people into that from all different
companies.
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Michael:

From that one seminar at the Chamber?

Alex:

Well, we also went through our warm list, and started marketing to our
warm list.

Michael:

So, you had twelve at $3,500, and that was a twelve month program?

Alex:

Six month program, four hours a month.

Michael:

Four hours a month, okay, great, that’s exciting. That’s some good money
right there, huh?

Alex:

Yeah, it’s not bad. If you crank it down on an hourly basis, I was making
well over a thousand dollars an hour.

Michael:

And, the presentation for the training was all out of the box?

Alex:

No, actually, I created it all myself.

Michael:

But, did they have out of the box training for those group trainings?

Alex:

Not yet, I actually knew it was coming, and they told me it wasn’t ready,
but I sold it anyway. I had confidence that I understood the system well
enough that I could create my own training system out of it.

Michael:

How did that go? Did you enjoy doing those group trainings?

Alex:

Yes, it was frustrating. What was very difficult is the people have
problems implementing. They got a lot of it and we converted quite a
number of them to one on one private consulting clients because they
realized how much work it is, but it was a little frustrating because people
were just not getting it.
So many of them had their egos so invested in what they’re already doing.
There’s a saying that a lot of people rather be right than rich. That’s a
typical small business owner. That’s why they stay small. They’re
concerned about feeling justified in their actions. They never step outside
and see what they can do differently.
The felt by participating in this course then they were doing the right
thing, and it really didn’t require any kind of real work or change on their
part.

Michael:

So, what you’re saying is from your experience there, people, they want
better marketing, but they don’t want to do better marketing themselves.
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But, would you say these people would rather pay somebody to do the
marketing for them?
Alex:

Absolutely. They don’t want any kind of responsibility whatsoever. They
would just love to hand someone a check and then for you to hand them
back higher sales.

Michael:

Let me ask you this before we move on, that Chamber meeting, how many
did you sign up for one on one consulting? Tell me the differentiation
between the people – why some choose group, and why some choose
individual, from your experience.

Alex:

Well, we only signed one one-on-one deal, but it was a pretty big deal.

Michael:

Was it a standard thing or you could charge different amounts?

Alex:

It was $9,000 a month for eight months, plus five percent of their sales
increases.

Michael:

Okay, so from that one Chamber meeting, you had a guy who did that, a
business who signed up for that.

Alex:

That’s right, and this was a mid-sized printing company that did about
seven million dollars a year who are still a very good client of our. Now
we’re just participation only.

Michael:

Let me ask you a question – sorry to interrupt – how much did that email
cost you to send out?

Alex:

Nothing.

Michael:

So, you invested a couple of hours doing this presentation. How many
dollars in sales did that eventually, that one presentation for the Chamber
bring your consulting business?

Alex:

Actually I haven’t added it up, but it was well over a hundred thousand.

Michael:

A hundred thousand dollars for an email out to about a thousand people to
a Chamber of Commerce. That’s not a bad return.

Alex:

But, I’m just very comfortable doing consulting. A lot of people who were
sold on the system were in their ‘40s, sometimes in their ‘50s, even in
their ‘60s, and they spent their whole career doing something completely
different than consulting.
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They’ve never worked for themselves. I’ve always worked for myself.
They’re just not very entrepreneurial. A lot of them were engineers and
didn’t really have good people skills. So, I think they were a little too
promiscuous in offering the training and the consulting program to certain
people. I just don’t think that certain people were cut out for it.
Michael:

Did you do any more promotions or any more presentations or did you just
work with those that you generated from the first Chamber meeting? Were
you continuing to do marketing or were you working with clients in the
group mastermind presentations for a while?

Alex:

Well, we got busy pretty quick. We did a second seminar at a hotel where
we did do the fax blast, and we got about a hundred businesses in there.

Michael:

Right, so, you did a fax blast. They gave you the art and everything, and
you faxed it out to who?

Alex:

We faxed it out to any business fax number we had access to.

Michael:

How many did you send out?

Alex:

I think I sent out about 3,000 faxes.

Michael:

To your local area?

Alex:

That’s right.

Michael:

And, the fax was an offer for what? A free seminar or did they have to
pay?

Alex:

It was for a free seminar and $288 worth of bonuses just for showing up.

Michael:

Okay, and when was it held? In the morning?

Alex:

It was in the morning from eight until noon.

Michael:

So, you have about a hundred businesses show up.

Alex:

That’s right.

Michael:

Did you use a standard PowerPoint like you did at the Chamber?

Alex:

No, this was a four hour thing.

Michael:

Oh, four hours. The PowerPoint was how long?
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Alex:

Well, the one at the Chamber was a one hour. The PowerPoint that we did
when we put a seminar completely by ourselves was four hours.

Michael:

All right, and how much of it was PowerPoint? What was this? How did
this differentiate from the initial one hour one?

Alex:

Well, it was much more indepth. We actually had them go through parts of
the system right there at the seminar, and we actually did some hot seat,
we just call it flash consulting, right there in front of the group.

Michael:

Did people seem to like those?

Alex:

Yeah, absolutely.

Michael:

So, people would get up in front of the room and they’d talk about their
business, and you or the whole group would try and find their problems?

Alex:

Actually, I would pretty much try to fix the problems, but what I would
do, for example, we’ll just say someone is a roofer, and they want to know
how to create a marketing piece that’s going to effectively get people to
call him before his competitors. So, what we do is say, “Look, let’s talk a
poll.” So, we would survey the group. “Has anyone here ever had a roofer
place?” And, maybe ten people have, and “What are your experiences?
What were your concerns? What was your buying process or your
selection process in selecting a roofer? Explain to me the kind of
frustrations you had.”
So, basically coaching the businesses on the fact that the ultimate answer
is in finding out how to market to someone is not a marketing guru, it’s the
actual prospect themselves. Really learning how to survey and ask them
and focus on your target market.

Michael:

Okay, how did you like doing the four hour presentation?

Alex:

Well, it was difficult because at this point I started seeing the problems
with MYM system.

Michael:

Tell me about that.

Alex:

The MYM System, really the whole presentation’s about advertising. And,
really I think it’s because this double thing. They are going to create a
system that is the ultimate system for marketing, I think it has to be just a
portion of the marketing segment, not the whole pie. So, they focused on
advertising and they really call it defined set-up. People were already
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advertising. We could easily go in and change our advertisements and
boom, make them a lot of money.
Michael:

So, you didn’t talk about three ways to grow a business. You talked about
three ways to make your advertising better.

Alex:

That’s right

Michael:

Then, advertising is just a small part of the marketing umbrella.

Alex:

That’s correct.

Michael:

So, there was really nothing else other than improving results in
advertising.

Alex:

It was about their messaging too in terms of creating – we showed them
how to create an elevator pitch, but it really wasn’t comprehensive. It
didn’t talk about the pillars kind of philosophy. It didn’t talk about
optimizing what you’re already doing.

Michael:

Where were these frustrations coming out because people in there maybe
weren’t doing advertising or what?

Alex:

Well, yeah, some people were like, “Oh, we don’t do Yellow Page
advertising.” Or “We don’t do advertising.” Because the seminar says,
“Learn the newest, most effective marketing advertising and sales
techniques.” That was the headline, and we talked about some more pure
marketing and sales stuff, but it’s really around advertising.

Michael:

All right. So, that became apparent during that four hour presentation?

Alex:

Yes.

Michael:

There were some people who it just wasn’t relevant for them.

Alex:

Right, and even though technically they could’ve taken that information
and really used it say in a sales letter or just what they say to a client in a
sales pitch, put together in a report. They didn’t see the application of that
information.

Michael:

Okay, so that was frustrating. Anything else?

Alex:

I would say that when you get a client from that kind of scenario, that
people expect you to pretty much do what is done in that seminar, all the
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examples we’d be showing them in the seminar. However, that’s not the
best way to enter into a consulting situation.
What you want to do is, first of all, look at what they’re doing already and
optimize that. Instead of putting it on, as Jay would put it, a different pillar
that they have no experience then and just confusing the issue further. So,
their expectations as far as what should be done is based on the seminar,
and actually even the MYM audio book.
Their expectations are, I think, not correct. I’ve literally gone into a
business and I’ve tripled their sales in the first month, and they were like,
“When are we really going to get to use this thing?” And, that was because
I didn’t manufacture papers properly because I hadn’t gone through what
“the Monopolize Your Marketplace System” was.
Michael:

Yeah, you were pitching people all at one time. You weren’t looking at
them individually, like you had a chance to sit down with them and really
look at what they want and where they were at individually. So, after that
you did the workshop to a hundred people, what were the results from
that? What came out of that?

Alex:

That actually, believe it or not, created less business than the Chamber
seminar. I believe we may have got some more mastermind people. We
did get one client, but it was a smaller client. But, the quality just wasn’t
as high, but the volume was higher.

Michael:

The volume was there, but what you delivered was different from what
they were there for.

Alex:

Yeah, and I actually thought a lot about that since, and I really think it’s
because the people had the kind of businesses where they’re actually
respond to, they expect less. The owner’s actually going to respond to that
versus like a secretary because they’re small businesses. That printing
company client which was the first client that I go after becoming a Y2
marketing consulting, I would’ve never reached them through a fax blast.

Michael:

Yeah, your Chamber of Commerce market was a lot more qualified than
the fax market.

Alex:

Yes, absolutely.

Michael:

That’s probably why. You had a higher quality list.

Alex:

Yeah, and a lot of the people that showed up to the seminar were sales
people.
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Michael:

Yeah, it was also somewhat of an endorsed offer since it was done through
the Chamber.

Alex:

It’s huge. I’ve done testing. When you send something through a Chamber
of Commerce, the open rate is like 85 percent.

Michael:

Tell my consultants, my HMA consultants, do you think they could work
their local chamber and do what you did if they have the tools to put on a
PowerPoint?

Alex:

Oh absolutely. People are always looking for ways to increase their
business, and people love these things. The fact is every single seminar
that you ever go to at the Chamber; you’re going to see the same insurance
salesman. You’re going to see the same real estate agent. You’re going to
see the same hustlers, but you’re still going to get a good percentage of
people that are legitimate prospects.

Michael:

You saw some problems with the message in the Y2 system, what is your
thinking now? What did you do from there?

Alex:

Well, actually the whole next year I actually said, “You know what? I’m
not really interested in taking any kind of client on”, and I realized I don’t
need clients. That’s one thing is very critical to understand because if
you’re really that good at marketing, and you really understand how to
drive business, you do not need a client because you have so much
leverage that you could pretty much create a system that will create a
flood of business for a particular industry. Or, you can create a system and
license it to multiple companies within that industry.

Michael:

So, give me an example of what you were thinking in relation to what you
were doing. So, you said, “I want clients.” With working with clients
individually, was it tough for you?

Alex:

No, not at all. I didn’t think it was a high leverage of my time, but I really
made the jump in income was from actually creating systems and
leveraging across a group of companies within the same industry versus
going to one guy might be a printing company, one might be an insurance
company, and one might be an auto repair shop.
It’s just too hard to really leverage these kind of deals together, but it’s
great if you get like a mortgage company and a real estate company, and
an insurance company because all three of them have the same fire, and
you can leverage these people off of each other and really just create this
enormous synergy.
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Michael:

So, who would you recommend consultants stay away from? What kind of
clients should they stay away from, and what kind of clients would you
suspect are really nice, potential clients?

Alex:

Anyone asking for a reference right away, I would stay away from.

Michael:

What do you mean by, I don’t understand what you mean.

Alex:

Well, if you’re sitting down and you finally get that meeting and they’re
asking for references – you don’t want to deal with those kinds of people.
Even if you do have good references to give them, they’re never going to
try to go through the care that they need to go through to really understand
what you can do for them. It’s just that client is someone that I don’t know
what you guys give the people, but Y2 Marketing consultants they give
the people the MYM audio book. It’s a Monopolize Your Marketplace
audio book, and all of those clients listen to that thing five, six times.

Michael:

Is it just a CD? Or is it a book, too?

Alex:

It’s a two CD audio book.

Michael:

Okay, so, your best clients, they devour it.

Alex:

That’s right.

Michael:

So, they’re qualified, they’re also pre-educated about what they can
expect.

Alex:

I don’t use the MYM CDs, and I’m not really using MYM System with
them. I actually use that as a tool when I do take on clients, but the point is
whatever marketing tool you have as long as it’s educational, I did look at
the HMA presentation. It seemed pretty educational. Make sure that they
really understand it. Make sure they devour it. Make sure that they’re
converts and not just a client.

Michael:

You don’t have to spend your time convincing. You’ve got two people on
the same side of the table trying to grow a business.

Alex:

That’s right, and you always find out what the other stuff that makes them
successes.

Michael:

What have you found? How does that help you?
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Alex:

Because if their definition of success if get rich quick and pretty much
retire to the Bahamas, then they’re not going to have a vision or the
discipline to invest in their business for the long haul. For example, I’m
sure you guys talk about the lifetime value of a customer. Well, a get rich
quick thinker is not interested in exploring that because they don’t really
care about the lifetime value of a customer. They just want to get a lot of
money right away. You really want to stay away from that.
But, if their vision of success is having a driving company that has lots of
happy customers, and they love what they do. I always ask them before I
take them on as a client, I always ask them, “Why are you in this
business? Why did you choose to go in this direction in life? Is there
something else you’d rather be doing?” Because the people who really are
successful, love what they’re doing. Bill Gates doesn’t want to retire even
though he has all the money in the world. He loves what he does. Warren
Buffet is going to be managing his investment portfolio until he dies.
That’s because he loves what he does.
You want to find business owners who are like that because those are the
people who are really going to take advice seriously, really get your ideas
and implement it. The people who are just looking for a quick buck and as
a way to serve only themselves and not their customers or the
marketplace, they’re not going to be good clients for you.

Michael:

Can we talk about some success stories, some consulting clients, and just
some exciting stories of how marketing or advertising or your consulting
practice really picked-up sales for a company? What one client really
sticks out in your mind?

Alex:

Well, I created a niche for myself and there’s two niche industry that I’ve
created. One’s chiropractic, and just general alternative healthcare. The
second is mortgage and real estate.

Michael:

I mean those are other people in that niche marketing even if there’s four
or five players. Is there still plenty of room for it?

Alex:

Yes, absolutely because the fact is that there’s people that sell marketing
systems for just about any kind of industry you can think of, and a lot of
my clients have already seen this stuff, these marketing systems, but they
want someone to go and customize a system exactly for them.

Michael:

Right, here we go. We’re getting back to the same thing we talked about
earlier. People don’t want content. They don’t want systems. They want
someone to do it for them, right?
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Alex:

They want someone to work with them, hold their hand. Someone they
can hold accountable. Someone that they know has the best interest in the
heart.

Michael:

So, what you were offering was different than just an information product
on how to grow your chiropractic business?

Alex:

That’s right.

Michael:

You mentioned two niche industries. Now, let’s talk about the importance
of niching yourself in a certain area as a consultant compared to being a
general business growth strategist or marketing consulting for anyone and
everyone. Are you better off with a niche?

Alex:

Absolutely.

Michael:

Why?

Alex:

For one, you can leverage your time much more effectively. You don’t
have to recreate the wheel every single time. However, before you get into
a niche, I do recommend that you consult with multiple businesses just so
you can get a flavor of different scenarios because one of the most
powerful things you can do is take something that works with another
industry, and apply it a completely unrelated industry. It really gives you a
lot of leverage. It’s a funnel thinking.
So, it’s really helpful, and honestly even those are my niches, I still take
on random businesses. There are people that I like that I met that really
want to help, and that’s only maybe 20 to 30 percent of my practice, but it
helps to keep me sharp, and helps to keep my skills honed and refined and
helps me develop better systems in my niche industry.

Michael:

So, what are you doing with the chiropractic industry?

Alex:

Well, for example what I do is I send – there’s several different ways to
get into a chiropractor, but generally, I use three or four different methods
to really get them as a client, but it all revolves giving them service, giving
them free advice. But, once you get in, the first thing I do is I look at what
they’re doing.

Michael:

The first thing you do is you look at what they’re doing.

Alex:

Yes, and then I identify what I call, “profit leaks.”
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Michael:

What kind of lead generation, what kind of piece do you get to get in front
of them before you’re able to look at their profit leaks? What’s working
for you?

Alex:

That’s the cool thing about chiropractors. I can walk in, and just act like an
interested patient. I’ll say to them, “Oddly enough, I’m a marketing
consultant, and I was just doing some research for my client and you seem
to have a pretty good operation. I have a lot of information I can share
with you about your competitors. Why buy a research about your
competitor about what their doing and about marketing trends? If you
want, I can talk to you about it.” And, I’ve never had anyone say no yet.

Michael:

They love to know what their competitors are doing.

Alex:

That’s right, and then I say, “Well, look. I don’t really have time now. I’ll
come back when you have some time maybe before or after patients start
coming in.” You usually want to catch them before patients come in. And,
you sit down and you talk to them about it, and you explain to them the
problems and you get a feel for what their personality is like. You want
someone that’s going to implement, and that’s really what I’m trying to
get a feel for.
Why are they doing chiropractics? If they have a passion, are they
interested in expanding their customers’ buying patterns? Or do they kind
of have a narrow-minded view of what they do?
So, I really work for them because I also work on the innovation side of
their business, and really service offerings about where they are in the
mind of the eighty percent of the people out there that don’t like
chiropractic.
So, I really work on expanding their thinking and talking to them about
other alternatives and their methods and how they all kind of work
together, and how chiropractic can be the help of the wheel.

Michael:

So, you’re working just in your local area? This is primarily how you’ve
been dealing with chiropractics is through referrals and just walking in
cold.

Alex:

That’s right, and generally what happens is eventually they’ll say, “Well,
how much will it cost to work with you?” I say, “Well, first of all before
we get into that, I really want to understand you a little bit better. I want to
make sure this is something that’s going to work out for both of us. I’m
not interested in clients. I’m interested in partners.”
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The fact is that’s the truth. It’s not a lie. You don’t want a client if you’re
going to have a perpetual relationship with them. You want a partner, and
all of my chiropractic partners, they’re pretty much in business with me. I
go out and check in with them. I give them advice on how to run their
operation, and constantly work with them.
Michael:

I like that. That’s excellent.

Alex:

Generally, I always ask them. I’ve already got them to a comfort point of
them pretty much disclosing everything about their finances with me –
how much money they’re paying themselves, how much money they’re
bringing in each month, what their overhead is, what they would like to
be, what mistakes they think they’re making, what their retirement plans
are, everything. Then, I’ll say, “Well, look, one I’m a performance based
consultant. That does not mean that you can get me for free, and I’ll tell
you why because people do not respect what they do not pay for.” This
has been my experience. This is not a lie either because I’ve taken on
clients on contingency only and they’ve been disasters.
I want to make sure that you have an invested interest in this process just
as well as I do. So, I find a monthly figure that makes sense to their cash
flow, that isn’t so much that they’re going to panicking if I don’t deliver
quickly enough, but isn’t so little where they don’t really feel like they’ve
invested interested.

Michael:

Well, give me a range between some at what and some at what?

Alex:

As low as $3,500 a month for six months up to $9,000 a month.

Michael:

For six months?

Alex:

Yeah, generally I do a six month thing, plus then I arrange a deal where I
get about a third of increased business.

Michael:

Thirty-three percent of increase in net?

Alex:

Revenue.

Michael:

Gross?

Alex:

Gross, yeah.

Michael:

Because you’re dealing with a service business, there’s enough in it for
you.
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Alex:

That’s right.

Michael:

That’s another good advice. If you’re going to do consulting, you’d be a
lot better of if you do set up contingency relationships and go with a
service business that has high margins rather than some manufacturer or
grocer that’s making three or four percent.

Alex:

Absolutely, this printing company client, I make good money from them,
but their margins are so low, that the most they can give is five percent of
the increased sales.

Michael:

Are you taking them through a systemized questionnaire? I mean, in your
consulting, do you have a questionnaire?

Alex:

You know, Y2 Marketing gave us one when we started. I created my own.
I mean, at this point, I really don’t use the Monopolize Your Marketplace
System.

Michael:

Yeah, you’ve done your own thing.

Alex:

I still send Y2 Marketing their ten percent pretty much in gratitude
because if I hadn’t had that as the starting point, I wouldn’t have had the
confidence I think or the solution I needed to get into marketing
consulting.

Michael:

That’s good. You’re a good man. Let’s say you know everything about my
consulting practice. Tell me how are you going to close it? You’re going
to say to me what? And, how are you going to make me the offer for the
money. What are you going to say to me?

Alex:

Are you saying if I were to go after a consulting business?

Michael:

After a client, I’m your chiropractor client. We’ve talked. We’ve got a
trust relationship. You know my finances, and now you’re “close me”.
What are you going to say to me?

Alex:

I never close anyone. I let them close themselves.

Michael:

All right. Well tell me how do you do that?

Alex:

This is where part of the art comes from. In my last business, I had a 95
percent closing ratio. In this business, it’s about the same. It’s just part of
my nature to close people. Generally, if I had to really look at myself
objectively, what I do is all I do is talk about them. All I do is talk about
what’s going on, and then I give them advice, and I lead them down. I
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funnel them – identify the pain in a broad sense. I identify the trends. I
understand something about the chiropractor industry. It’s just real
powerful if you say something like, “Did you know that chiropractic, in
terms of people who are certified to practice is growing two and a half
times as fast as the population right now?” It’s the highest default of any
kind of student loan is chiropractors.
You identify what kind of problems they have and their frustrations. They
can’t reach out to that marketplace that’s turned off by the chiropractic.
You’ve got to show them that you know about the industry, and then you
start showing them, “This is what I created to help solve this problem.”
I actually bring a lot of the materials with me. I show them. Then, they
invariably will ask, “What does it cost to get involved in this?” “Before we
even talk about money, I need to understand some things about you.” I
qualify them because the fact is and that’s not a sales ploy either. That’s
the thing that’s just being a smart consultant because if you just take on
any chiropractor that’s willing to send you a check or any business within
an industry.
Michael:

You’ll be sorry.

Alex:

And, really I’m not interested in that $3,500 a month retainer or $5,000 a
month retainer. That’s peanuts compared to the amount of money that I
can make from a piece of the business. I want someone that’s really going
to implement, hit the ground running, and I tell them about my other
successes, my experience. I explain myself to them. And, I practice myself
as someone who knows what they’re doing, get results with them fast, and
is deeply committed in a partnership with them to anyone he works with.

Michael:

So, that’s good. So, you really qualify them. You let them know that
you’re not interested in working with them unless they’re going to do the
program, that you’re partners because you have a stake in the contingency
part of the relationship.

Alex:

That’s right, and also I’m discounting my time because at this point in my
career, I’m making over a thousand dollars an hour for my time spent on
any given deal. For me, $3,500 a month is peanuts for spending 20 hours a
week with someone.
When you’re really – this kind of deal, I spend 20 hours a week, when
you’re starting you’re doing 20 hours a week. Not 20 hours a week, I’m
sorry, 20 hours a month.
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Michael:

All right. Well, let’s talk about what kind of advice would you give an
HMA consultant who maybe doesn’t have all the success stories and the
consulting experience and they’re starting cold, but you give them advice
to go with a niche.

Alex:

Everyone knows something about a particular industry. I mean, just think
about the things you know about. Think about the experiences you’ve had.
Maybe your former job you had, or the job you currently have is within a
particular industry and you know everything about that industry. That
would be a great place to start.
You can go back to your previous employer. You can go to a competitor
business. You start putting together marketing materials that you think is
going to work and really help them make business. Then, hopefully you
have some contacts somewhere in there and you go for a really low
retainer. You just want to get experience. That’s the way to start your
consulting business until you get success under your belt.
You’ve accomplished something. You’re going to have a learning curve
that you need to help others, and you’ve got to really think about honing
your craft initially.

Michael:

Right.

Alex:

Don’t take on any client. Be selective, but at the same time don’t be
demanding.

Michael:

So, let’s go through a couple of success stories with chiropractor clients.

Alex:

Well, for example, it’s really easy to triple a practice within the first two to
three weeks. So, you can see if I’m getting a good percentage of that and
how easy it is to make money. It’s really easy to create passive income
real quick.

Michael:

What’s the low hanging fruit? The customer list where you reactivate old
existing customers?

Alex:

No, the lowest hanging fruit is actually on the average sale, and the
conversion ratio, and referrals.

Michael:

Okay, and you can implement those things right away.

Alex:

Yeah, I mean it’s really easy to go through. Whatever industry you’re in,
I’ll tell you what everyone else does. I’ll tell you what the most successful
auto repair shop does, and take that and see how it works, why it works,
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and then just what you know about marketing, enhance that. Then, just
coach and work with that shop to increase their conversion ratio and also
to increase their average sale. It’s really easy to double up a chiropractor’s
average sale overnight and also to double their conversion ratio.
Michael:

Tell me the responses you get from your clients when you do that.

Alex:

Initially it was when we’d get started, I’d show them the MYM System,
and where to spend a bunch of advertising to get a bunch of leads, but
generally they’re thrilled and a lot of times they don’t even realize how
much their business has increased until they start getting collections in
from their insurance company.

Michael:

Okay, you’re doing similar stuff with the mortgage industry?

Alex:

Yeah, in fact, in the mortgage industry, I have several clients and basically
I was tired of getting more mortgage than realtor clients, so I decided to
actually put together a federation of different people within this industry.
It goes to moving companies, lawyers who do the closings, and where I’m
the hub of that wheel. And, only working with people that qualify or the
prospects that I’m going after, the target market that I’m going after, and
they pay a monthly fee to receive leads and then we target the network.
They’re all there to be served by this network.

Michael:

Do you offer any kind of guarantee with your customers?

Alex:

In the mortgage and realtor industry, yes.

Michael:

What kind of guarantee?

Alex:

Well, that they’re going to get X amount of leads.

Michael:

Okay, and what about with chiropractor?

Alex:

No, I don’t have to.

Michael:

Okay, what kind of agreement do you sign? Do you have a standard
contract an attorney drew up or what?

Alex:

This is the key. The first month I always kind of do it on a handshake and
see how well we work together because I’m not interested in spending
much of my time with someone if they’re not going to implement the kind
of advice I give them, and also I want to make sure they’re comfortable
working with me because this is a perpetual lifetime kind of agreement.
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Before we sign that kind of agreement, I want to make sure that we’re
going to be happy with each other. Before we get married, let’s date a little
bit, and a move into a perpetual agreement and then get an offer to buy me
out after the first year.
The key is the first month I make sure they get results. I make sure they
get results right away so that they’re comfortable entering into that kind of
relationship. I’m completely results oriented to begin with, but even more
so in that first month. They have the fee to return on that retainer right
away.
Michael:

Have you had anyone buy you out yet?

Alex:

No, because I haven’t had them long enough yet.

Michael:

Is that something that you’ve implemented in the last few months?

Alex:

The past year.

Michael:

Over the past year, okay. Do you find they’re staying with you longer? Do
they renew another six months?

Alex:

There is no renewal.

Michael:

Oh, it is perpetual. That’s right. It’s a six month retainer.

Alex:

Right.

Michael:

What happens in month seven? More retainer or no?

Alex:

No retainer and it’s a straight contingency at that point.

Michael:

Okay, I got you, but you’re not seeing them near as much. The systems are
in place.

Alex:

That’s right. You know, that’s not true. You see them at least an hour or
two a week. I’m constantly looking at ways to increase their business. I
take that information and apply it to other people’s within my industry.

Michael:

How full is your schedule? Are you pretty busy?

Alex:

Extremely.

Michael:

You’re extremely busy.
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Alex:

Yes.

Michael:

Do you have any other exciting success stories you want to talk about?
Anything specific that you’d like to share?

Alex:

Yeah, I’ve had a lot of successes, and one of the things that you can make
a lot of money in this industry, and the easiest thing to do is every
monumental overnight success comes from not trying to implement new,
but from just optimizing what they’ve already have.
For example, the printing company, the first client I ever got. I’ve had for
several years now. Initially, we tried to implement the MYM System. It
did pay for itself. It paid for the retainer, but it didn’t really get the
monumental success that we all thought it would. In sense it doesn’t work,
it’s just because they had a hard time managing it. It was too cumbersome.
It was too different from what they were used to.
Finally, we were just like, “You know what? Let’s just take a look at what
you’re doing, and optimize that.” So, we went to their sales people, and
talked to the sales manager and figured out, “First of all, we need to
incentivize that you will actually get new clients.” We generated a lot of
prospects. The constraint in the old system, you’re only going to be as fast
as your fastest constraint within a system, and let’s just tweak this. Let’s
change this. Right there, a 35 percent increase of sales in two months.
But, that’s the kind of thing you can do, and that’s one thing that I was
impressed about your system is the fact that you are focusing initially on
what they’re already doing and optimizing. You’re going to get your
biggest windfalls from that, not from implementing something new.
One of the things is as a marketing consultant, it’s really easy to get
enamored with these ideas of making a lot of money, and you certainly
can, but if you don’t really love the human mind, and you don’t really love
what you’re doing, your chances of success go down dramatically. If you
don’t have passion for marketing, again, you’re not going to get the results
that you could. It’s like passion is an intelligence amplifier.

Michael:

What are some tools and some systems that you’ve put into place whether
it’s software or anything within your office that you’re able to leverage
your time now that you’ve been busier? I mean, I know I am and I’m
constantly looking for ways. I finally got something that eliminates all my
spam. I mean, you know how much time it takes to go through your spam.
Any neat systems that you use, any tools that you use within your business
that help give you an edge?
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Alex:

Well, actually I’ve reduced the number of tools. So, you can imagine. I’m
a gadget guy. I grew up on computers. Everything I do was digital for so
long, and I found that to be cumbersome. I’d go to my meeting, release
documents and like.

Michael:

What is that a website?

Alex:

Go to my meeting is a service whereby you can have a virtual meeting
over the web and it’s only costs fifteen bucks a month.

Michael:

That’s nice. What’s the website URL?

Alex:

Gotomeeting.com.

Michael:

Gotomeeting.com, okay, that sounds nice.

Alex:

Yeah, and it’s a really good tool for interacting with people if you can’t
make it. It’s something that I do with a lot of chiropractors. I really love to
see their operations because there’s so many different points of impression
that you make on a patient right there physically.
I also have several retail operations that are clients of mine, and I have to
get a sense of what the physical experience is like. I have the mortgage
companies and real estate agents and that kind of stuff. I can do it
remotely pretty well.

Michael:

Hey, you’re going to love – I’ve got a recording up. I’ll send you the
recordings with Dr. Greg Nielson. Have you heard of him? He’s a Dan
Kennedy student, and he’s specifically a chiropractor and he’s got a
system that’s a soap opera letter system that he uses. It’s phenomenal.
You’ll hear the recording of how one of his letters, and he sells the letters,
but I did an interview with him on his chiropractic business. Actually, the
recording I have in the University section. I did cut a lot of the history out
about how he works with patients, but I do have the full version of that. I
think that will be particularly perfect for you to listen to. I’ll give you the
unedited version where you can hear his system as operating a chiropractic
business, very successful in a very, very small town using a system of
soap opera letters. It’s phenomenal.

Alex:

And, this kind of leads into a piece of advice I can give your consultants is
that never think that you have all the answers. I’ve increased chiropractic
offices with a 1,000 percent in sales inside of a year, yet I definitely know
I don’t have all the answers of that market because the human mind is so
fast and so unpredictable and so fascinating that you could never have the
perfect system. It’s an example of whereby you always want to be looking
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for new approaches that might be more envisioned, something else you
can add to increase your clients’ sales.
Michael:

I wanted to get back to something because the HMA system, we talk about
contingency, but not at first. We talk about selling it per project, and
there’s seven different projects you can sell, but because you’re qualifying
so well, have you had any problems with contingency relationships where
the six months are gone and then you’re in a position.

Alex:

First of all you only wanted to do business with people you trust. Second,
you want to get them in a habit whereby you are reviewing their books
with them on a monthly basis at least. You want to start doing that upfront.
So, if they have that expectation and they know that they’re going to have
the check quarterly, or they’re going to have to do some real creative
cooking of the books. In which case, it would be real easy for you to check
that because you’re familiar with their numbers.

Michael:

When is the first time you review their books?

Alex:

Right before I sign the agreement.

Michael:

Do they have an accountant they’ll refer to you? They usually do it
themselves or what?

Alex:

It really depends. I’ve only had to talk to the accountant once. Some
people just really don’t know, but most chiropractors know what they’re
doing.

Michael:

Number one – get them in the habit that you’re going to review their
books and you’re going to do it monthly because you’re partners and
that’s part of the agreement, right?

Alex:

That’s right.

Michael:

And, number two, make sure that you trust them and feel good about them
and you shouldn’t have any problems.

Alex:

That being said, I know that I’m probably have several chiropractors that
are going to have the opportunity to buy me out within the next two
months, and I’m pretty sure they’re going to do it.

Michael:

So, tell me, what can a buyout mean for you? How have you structure that
offer in the agreement?
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Alex:

You want to have the buyout be based on the have industry evaluations for
their industry, basically. For example, a typical chiropractor, if they’re
going to sell their firm is one times revenue roughly. If they make a
million dollars a year, they can sell that for a million dollars. Basically, I
get X percent of what that increased evaluation. The part of the evaluation
that I’m responsible for, I get X percent of that.

Michael:

So, give me an example. You’ve got a couple of potential, what could that
mean for you?

Alex:

It could mean I’m making several hundred thousand dollars.

Michael:

And, then they own the systems and everything? That would be exciting.
That’s great. How do you come up with a baseline?

Alex:

Baseline is what I do is I take a look at their sales and tax, and I take a
look at what their natural growth is. You always want to give them a little
more than what they would just to make them feel good about it, just to be
fair, a little bit more than what they’re already doing is baseline.

Michael:

And, you both agree on the baseline.

Alex:

That’s right.

Michael:

This has been great. I’m sure we can sit here and talk for hours. I really
appreciate you taking the time. I’m getting a lot of great, great insight. I
really appreciate it.

Alex:

To all the HMA consultants, I wish you the greatest of luck, and
remember to follow your own definition of success instead of someone
else’s.

I hope you’ve enjoyed this interview with Alex Whiting. We’ve covered a lot of
information. I hope you’ll take his advice and listen to it closely. Alex has been in the
consulting business for a long time, and certainly he shares some extremely valuable
information. I hope it’s been helpful. Keep an eye out for new recordings on the HMA
University. Thank you.
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Here's a quick and easy way you can get into the marketing consulting business. Work part time from
home. Help businesses make more money. Listen to hours of free interviews, case studies and how to
consultant training at http://www.hardtofindseminars.com/AudioclipsH.htm

